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ABSTRACT
A query against a database behind a site like Napster may
sear h, e.g., for all users who have downloaded more jazz titles than pop musi titles. In order to express su h queries,
we extend lassi al monadi se ond-order logi by Presburger
predi ates whi h pose numeri al restri tions on the hildren ( ontent) of an element node and provide a pre ise
automata-theoreti hara terization. While the existential
fragment of the resulting logi is de idable, it turns out that
satis ability of the full logi is unde idable. De idable satis ability and a querying algorithm even with linear data
omplexity an be obtained if numeri al onstraints are only
applied to those ontents of elements where ordering is irrelevant. Finally, it is sket hed how these te hniques an be
extended also to answer questions like, e.g., whether the total pri e of the jazz musi downloaded so far ex eeds a user's
budget.

Keywords: Querying XML do uments, monadi se ond

order logi , Presburger arithmeti , automata.
1. INTRODUCTION

Monadi Se ond-Order Logi has been identi ed as an important logi in the theory of XML s hema and query languages. It aptures the lass of regular tree languages whi h
is basi ally the lass of XML do uments that an be spe ied by a type de nition in XML S hema. It has also been
used to prove de idability of the type he king problem for
an important part of XSLT transformations [18℄. However,
most of the work investigated MSO logi as a basis for XML
querying. It turned out that it de nes a very robust lass
of queries with a lot of equivalent hara terizations by other
query me hanisms like attributed grammars [23℄, automata
[20, 1, 21℄ and datalog [12℄. Although MSO logi is a robust
and powerful query language it an not express all kinds
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of queries one might be interested in. For instan e, queries
in the ited papers are not allowed to ompare data values
that are lo ated at di erent nodes of a tree (see [22℄ for a
step in that dire tion). Also, there are no means to ompute
with data values or to ount and ompare the numbers of
o urren es of di erent types of nodes.
In this paper, we therefore investigate in how far MSObased querying an be extended to also allow for reasoning
about numeri al properties of XML do uments. As an example onsider a do ument ontaining musi les shared by
some peer-to-peer system as Napster, Gnutella et . as exposed in Figure 1.1
For instan e, we would like to query for users who prefer
jazz over pop. Su h a query an be expressed by asking
for nodes labeled with \musi " that have more sons labeled
\jazz" than \pop". Querying for users who are extreme jazz
fans an be expressed by requiring that the majority of the
sons of a node labeled by \musi " is labeled by \jazz".
In order to formulate su h queries, we extend Monadi
Se ond Order (MSO) Logi by Presburger arithmeti formulas onstraining the hildren of a node (Presburger onstraints for short). In this new Presburger MSO Logi , the
rst query an be expressed as:
x 2 Labmusi

where 1 is the formula
1

^ x=1

 [Labjazz ℄  [Labpop ℄

Here, [Labjazz ℄ and [Labpop ℄ denote the numbers of hildren
labeled with jazz and pop, respe tively. For the se ond
query we repla e 1 by 2 , where 2 is the formula:
2  [Labjazz ℄  [Labpop ℄ + [Labfren h ℄ + [Lab lassi ℄
Expli ity enumerating all avors of musi di erent from
jazz may be awkward. Instead, we perhaps prefer to de ne
an auxiliary predi ate X by:
8 x: (x 2 X ) $ :(x 2 Labjazz )
and then repla e the formula 2 with:
02  [Labjazz ℄  [X ℄
As an operational ounterpart of the extended logi we study
bottom-up tree automata that are enhan ed by Presburger
1 It should be noted that in a realisti setting the type of
musi would likely be represented by an attribute and not by
a separate tag for ea h type. But, of ourse, for the purpose
of query pro essing we an interpret a tag with attribute
jazz as a tag jazz.

<do >
<user>
<name> ... </name>
...
<musi >
<jazz>
<album> Always let me go </album>
<artist> Keith Jarrett </artist>
<year> 2002 </year>
<time> 3310 </time>
<pri e> 240 </pri e>
</jazz>
<pop>
<tit> Just my imagination</tit>
<artist> The Cranberries </artist>
<year> 2002 </year>
<album> Stars </album>
<time> 220 </time>
<pri e> 20 </pri e>
</pop>
<fren h>
<tit> Aux enfants de la han e </tit>
<artist> Serge Gainsbourg </artist>
<album> Serge Gainsbourg, vol. 3 </album>
<time> 247 </time>
<pri e> 16 </pri e>
</fren h>
< lassi >
<tit> The Seven Gates of Jerusalem </tit>
< omp> Krzystof Pendere ki </ omp>
<re orded> 1999 </re orded>
<time> 3510 </time>
<pri e> 262 </pri e>
</ lassi >
<jazz>
<album> Kind of Blue </album>
<artist> Miles Davis </artist>
<year> 1997 </year>
<time> 3325 </time>
<pri e> 220 </pri e>
</jazz>
</musi >
<video>
...
</video>
<images>
...
</images>
</user>
</do >

Figure 1: An example do ument ontaining information about musi les downloaded by users.

onstraints. Transitions from the hildren of a node to the
node itself may depend on the frequen ies of states at the
hildren via a Presburger arithmeti ondition, i.e., a formula involving addition.
We start our investigation by onsidering automata that
only use Presburger onstraints, i.e., automata that disregard the order of the hildren of a node and only use ardinalities of states. Te hni ally speaking, we study in this
part automata on unordered trees. It turns out that these
automata are very well-behaved. They de ne a lass of
trees with very regular properties like various losure properties and equivalen e with Presburger MSO logi . Further,
these automata allow for e e tive stati analysis. Emptiness and universality are de idable, from a nondeterministi
automaton an equivalent deterministi automaton an be
onstru ted. Last but not least, they allow to de ne a lass
of (unary) queries the evaluation of whi h has linear time
data omplexity.
Next, we study automata that are allowed to ombine
Presburger onstraints with the ommon regular language
onstraints. It turns out that this leads to automata with
less desirable properties. Although emptiness of su h automata an still be de ided, universality (whether an automaton a epts all trees) be omes unde idable. As we
show that the nondeterministi automata of this type an
be hara terized by existential MSO logi we an on lude
that MSO logi whi h takes into a ount the order of hildren be omes unde idable. Nevertheless, the word problem
for these automata is de idable in polynomial time.
Often, however, and in parti ular in our example, some
parts of a do ument an be onsidered as textual representations of information re ords. This means that inside
ertain elements, the ordering is not signi ant. We therefore investigate automata on mixed do ument trees, i.e., in
whi h element tags either identify their ontent as ordered
or as unordered. We further assume that, as in our example,
numeri al onstraints only are appli able to su h unordered
element ontents. Under these assumptions, we get the same
kind of ni e behavior as in the totally unordered ase, mentioned above.
In many ases, one might not only be interested in ardinalities of tags but also in onditions to be ful lled by
the numbers that o ur in a do ument. We sket h how our
approa h an also be used in this setting.
Related Work. Unordered do ument trees are losely related to the generalization of feature trees onsidered by
Niehren and Podelski in [24℄ where they study the ( lassial) notion of re ognizability and give a hara terization of
this notion by means of feature automata. No ounting onstraints are onsidered. Query languages for unordered trees
have been proposed by Cardelli and Ghelli [5, 4, 6, 7℄ (and
their o-workers). Their approa h is based on rst-order
logi and xpoint operators. Neither unbounded numeri al
values nor automata-theoreti hara terizations or omplexity issues are taken into a ount. Kupferman, Sattler and
Vardi study a - al ulus with graded modalities where one
an express, e.g., that a node has at least n su essors satifying a ertain property [14℄. The numbers n there, however,
are hard- oded into the formula. Klaedtke and Ruess onsider automata on the unlabeled in nite binary tree, that
have an a epting ondition depending on one global Presburger formula [13℄.
Extending the onstru tion in [15℄, Lugiez and Dal Zilio

have independently proposed automata models whi h are related to ours [16, 17℄. The model losest to our investigations
is studied in [17℄: it essentially equals our se ond automaton
model whi h allows to ombine regular and Presburger onstraints freely. For this model, Lugiez and Dal Zilio obtain
omparable results on erning losure properties, membership tests and de idability of emptiness. In order to express
properties of trees, they onsider a modal logi similar in
spirit to the proposal of Cardelli and Ghelli but without
xpoint operators or expli it quanti ation (outside Presburger sub-formulas). Although no pre ise hara terization
is given, their logi is stri tly less powerful than the given
automata model.
Our paper is organized as follows. We start in se tion
2 with the ompletely unordered ase. Thus, we formally
introdu e Presburger tree automata running on unordered
trees whi h an deal with numeri al properties expressed
by Presburger formulas. We study Presburger MSO logi .
Then we extend the approa h to ordered trees in se tion 3.
In se tion 4, we study mixed trees. Finally, we sket h the
treatment of numbers expli itly mentioned in a do ument
in se tion 5.
2. UNORDERED TREES

In this se tion, we exemplify our te hniques for the spe ial
ase of unordered trees whi h seems of interest also in its own
right.
For a base set A, let N A denote the set of all multi-sets
over A. An individual nite multi-set m whi h onsists of
the sequen e of elements a1 ; : : : ; ak , ai 2 A (not ne essarily
distin t), is denoted by:
m = fa1 ; : : : ; ak g
or:
X
va  fag
m=
a2A

where va 2 N is the multipli ity of the element a in the
sequen e. Note that multipli ities an also be 0. The set
m is nite i all but nitely many va are 0. In parti ular,
the multiset union of two multisets m1 ; m2 is denoted by
m1 + m2 . Also, we write a 2 m if a o urs in m with nonzero multipli ity.
Let  denote a nite alphabet. Given the above notion of
multisets, we de ne the set U of unordered trees t (u-trees
for short) over  by the following grammar:
t :: = aft1 ; : : : ; tk g
(a 2 ; k  0)
Presburger formulas  are de ned by the following grammar:
x=n j x+y =z
j 1 ^ 2 j : j 9 x:
where x; y; z are variables and n 2 N is a onstant. As usual,
we use abbreviations like x  z for 9 y: x + y = z, 2x + y = z
for (9 t: x + x = t ^ t + y = z), false for 9 x: x < 0, 1 _ 2 for
:(:1 ^ :2 ) and 8 x: for :9 x::. For a formula  and
an assignment  of (a superset of) the free variables of  to
naturals, we de ne the satisfa tion relation  j=  by:
 :: =







j= x = n
j= x + y = z
j= 1 ^ 2
j= :
j= 9 x:

i
i
i
i
i

(x) = n
(x) + (y ) = (z )
 = 1 and also  = 2
 =

x
n =  for some n

j
j6
 f 7! g j

j

2N

In parti ular, a formula  is satis able i there is an assignment  su h that  j= . It is well-known that satis ability
of Presburger arithmeti is de idable in doubly exponential
spa e. For omplexity results of orresponding de ision proedures, we refer to [9, 8, 2℄. Note that the set of ve tors
v satisfying a Presburger formula with free variables is a
semi-linear set whi h an be e e tively omputed [10, 11℄.
Re all that a semi-linear set is a nite union of linear sets,
i.e., sets of the form
k
X
f + xi pi j xi 2 N g
i=0

where  and the pi are ve tors over N . Presburger formulas
 an be ompiled into nite automata A running on the
binary representations of these ve tors. The automaton A

he ks whether a given tuple is ontained in the semi-linear
set orresponding to . Pra ti al veri ation tools based
on su h automata are studied, e.g., by Wolper and Boigelot
[28℄.
Given a nite set Q (of states), we will onsider a anoni al
set YQ of variables whi h are indexed by the elements in Q.
So, we de ne:
YQ = fyq j q 2 Qg
Presburger automata

A Presburger u-tree automaton is given by the tuple A =
(Q; ; Æ; F ) where:
 Q is a nite set of states,
 F  Q is the subset of a epting states,
  is the nite alphabet of tree labels, and
 Æ maps pairs (q; a) of states and labels to Presburger
formulas with free variables from the set YQ .
The formula  = Æ(q; a) represents the pre- ondition on the
hildren of a node labeled by a for the transition into state
q where the possible values of the variable yp represent the
admissible multipli ities of the state p on the hildren. As an
example, onsider the formula = 9 z: yp + 2z = yq . This
formula expresses that the number yq of sons labeled by the
state q is at least as big as yp , the respe tive number for state
p, and that the di eren e is even. Formally, we introdu e
a satisfa tion relation t j=A q between u-trees t and states
q whi h is de ned as follows. Assume that t = aS (i.e., S
is the { possibly empty { multiset of u-subtrees of the root
a) and Æ (q; a) = . Then t j=A q i there are multisets of
u-trees Sp of ardinalities np , p 2 Q, su h that:
 S = Pp2Q Sp ;
 t0 j=A p for all t0 2 Sp (p 2 Q);
 fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= .
The language L(A) of u-trees whi h is a epted by the automaton A then is given by:
L(A) = ft 2 U j 9 f 2 F : t j=A f g
Note that Presburger automata are non-deterministi . We
will view them as bottom-up automata in the following. In
order to get an idea how these automata work, onsider the
language L of all u-trees over fa; bg where the internal nodes

a
a

a

b

b

a

Figure 2: An example u-tree t from L.

two states, say 0 and 1 where the transition fun tion Æ an
be represented in the table:
Æ

a

b

0
y1 = 0
false
1 y0  y1 > 0 y0 + y1 = 0
The state 0 is assumed by all u-trees without b leaves while
the state 1 is only assumed by u-trees ontaining b leaves.
Figure 3 shows a run of the automaton on t, i.e., an assignment mapping the nodes (u-subtree o urren es) of t to
states su h that the pre- onditions in Æ are lo ally satis ed
at every node. In parti ular, we have: t j= 1.
1
0

a
1

a
0
0

a

1

b

a
0

a

1

b

a

Figure 3: An example run on the example u-tree t.

The main result of this se tion is:
Theorem 1. Emptiness for Presburger u-tree automata

is de idable.

Proof. Consider a Presburger u-tree automaton A =
(Q; ; Æ; F ). Let us all a state q 2 Q rea hable i there
is a u-tree t with t j=A q. As for nite automata on ordered
trees, we su essively determine the set R of rea hable states
by:
[
R = R (j )

where R(0) = ;.

is satis able:
0


j 0

For j > 0, q 2 R(j) i the following formula
1
!
_
^
A
Æ (q; a)
yp = 0 ^

p2QnR(j

1)

a2

Sin e satis ability of Presburger formulas is de idable, the
sets R(j) are e e tively omputable. By indu tion on j , we
prove:

that emptiness for Presburger u-tree automata is de idable.
Given that all Presburger formulas  in Æ have already been
ompiled into automata A (whi h now are part of the input), the emptiness test even runs in quadrati time.

Closure Properties

Let U denote the set of languages that an be a epted by
Presburger u-tree automata. We show next that U is losed
under the Boolean operations union, interse tion and omplement. In parti ular, we de ne the notion of deterministi
Presburger u-tree automata and onstru t for every Presburger u-tree automaton an equivalent deterministi one.
Theorem 2. The family of languages U is e e tively
losed under:
1. union,
2. interse tion,
3. omplementation.

Proof. Here, we only onsider the two latter operations.
For the onstru tion of an automaton for the interse tion,
assume that we are given automata Ai = (Qi ; ; Æi ; Fi ),
i = 1; 2. W.l.o.g. we assume that Q1 \ Q2 = ;. We proeed analogously to the standard onstru tion of the produ t
automaton for ordinary automata. Thus, we de ne the automaton A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) as follows. We set Q = Q1  Q2
and F = F1  F2 and de ne Æ(q1 q2 ; a) by the formula:

p1 2Q1

yp1 :

^ X

p1 2Q1 p2 2Q2

p2 2Q2

yp2 : Æ1 (q1 ; a) ^ Æ2 (q2 ; a)

yp1 p2 = yp1

!

^

^ X
p2 2Q2 p1 2Q1

^

yp1 p2 = yp2

!

Here, we used the auxiliary variables yp1 ; p1 2 Q1 and yp2 ; p2 2
Q2 . Moreover, we introdu ed the general auxiliary notation:

E

a

E

a

Claim: For every j  0, q 2 R(j ) i there is a u-tree t of
depth at most j 1 su h that t j=A q.
In parti ular, the sequen e of sets R(j) ; j  0; is (not ne essarily stri tly) in reasing. Moreover, R(j) = R(j+k) for every k  0 whenever R(j) = R(j+1) . A ordingly, R = R(n)
with n denoting the number of states jQj. Therefore, the
set of all rea hable states is omputable. Sin e L(A) is
non-empty i some state f 2 F is rea hable, we on lude

E

are all labeled with a and have at most as many u-subtrees
with a b-leaf as without. One example u-tree t from this
language is depi ted in g. 2. An automaton for L needs

i2I

yi :

(I some index set) to denote the existential quanti ation
over all variables yi ; i 2 I . The intuition behind this formula
is quite simple: the pair of states q1 q2 should be satis able
i ea h of the states q1 and q2 are. Thus, we onstru t the
pre ondition for q1 q2 and a on sequen es from (Q1  Q2 )
as the onjun tion of the pre onditions for q1 and q2 on
the proje tions of onto the rst and se ond omponents,
respe tively. The frequen y yp1 of thePstate p1 2 Q1 in the
rst proje tion then is given by:
p 2Q yp1 p2 = yp1 .
Using the analogous formula also for yp2 , 2p2 22 Q2 , we arrive
at the stated formula. A ordingly, it is easy to prove that
t j=A q1 q2
i
t j=A1 q1 and t j=A2 q2
Thus, L(A) = L(A1 ) \L(A2 ) whi h ompletes the proof.

In order to prove losure under omplement, we introdu e the notion of deterministi automata. A Presburger
automaton A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) is alled deterministi
P i for every a 2  and every multiset of states m = p2Q np  fpg,
the following holds:
 fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= Æ(q; a) for some state q 2 Q;
 fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= Æ(qi ; a) for i = 1; 2 implies
q1 = q2 .
We an onstru t for the automaton A a Presburger formula testA su h that A is deterministi i testA is satis able.
Therefore we have:
Proposition 1. It is de idable whether or not a Presburger u-tree automaton is deterministi .

Given a deterministi Presburger u-tree automaton A =
(Q; ; Æ; F ), we an onstru t the omplement automaton
A = (Q; ; Æ; QnF ) simply by ex hanging the a epting and
non-a epting states, and we have:
Proposition 2.
L(A) = U nL(A).
Therefore, it remains to onstru t for every Presburger
u-tree automaton an equivalent deterministi Presburger utree automaton.
Theorem 3. For every Presburger u-tree automaton A =
(Q; ; Æ; F ), a deterministi Presburger u-tree
automaton A0
0
an be onstru ted su h that L(A) = L(A ).
Proof. The proof idea is similar to related onstru tions
for ordinary nite automata. Let A0 = (Q0 ; ; Æ0 ; F 0 ) where
Q0 = 2Q and F 0 = fB  Q j F \ B 6= ;g where Æ 0 (B; a) is a
formula with free variables from YQ0 . It is given by:
1
0
^ !  ^
A
q;a

q 2B

^

q2QnB

:

q;a

Here, the formula q;a should be true i q is a possible
su essor state. In order to spe ify q;a , we refer to the
auxiliary variables yp ; p 2 Q, and also to auxiliary variables
yB;p ; B  Q; p 2 B . The variable yB;p is meant to ount all
those hildren resulting in the state set B whi h are assigned
to the state p 2 B . Using these auxiliary variables, q;a is
de ned as:
yp : Æ (q; a)

^

E

E

p2Q

p2B Q

yB;p :

1
1 0
0
^
X
^
X

yB;p = yp A
yB;p = yB A ^ 
B Q p2B

p2Q p2B Q

As orollaries of theorem 3, we also obtain:
Corollary 3. Universality for Presburger u-tree automata
is de idable.

4. 1. Given a xed deterministi Presburger
u-tree automaton A and some state q of A, it is de idable in linear time for a u-tree t whether or not t j=A q.

Corollary

2. In parti ular, the word problem for Presburger u-tree
automata is de idable in linear time.

Proof. Assume we are given a Presburger u-tree automaton A with transition fun tion Æ. By theorem 3, we
an w.l.o.g. assume that A is deterministi . Also assume
that all formulas  in Æ have been ompiled into nite automata A running on tuples of of (binary) representations
of the numbers. Let n > 0 denote the size of the input utree t. By a bottom-up traversal over t, we an determine
for every u-subtree t0 of t and every state p of A whether or
not t0 j=A p. In total, this amounts to O(n) tests of assertions  j=  for formulas  o urring in Æ where (x)  n
for all x in the domain of . The binary representations of
the (x) altogether have size at most O(n). Therefore, the
automata A an verify the assertions  j=  in time O(n).
We on lude that the overall omplexity is O(n).

Querying Unordered Trees

Now we onsider Presburger automata as a fa ility to ompute unary queries, i.e., to sele t a set of nodes in an unordered tree. Whether a node is sele ted is spe i ed by an
automaton A and a set T of states of A. The node v is in
the output, if there is an a epting omputation of A that
obtains a state from T at v. We will see in the next subse tion that this simple me hanism an ompute all (unary)
queries de nable in (Presburger) MSO logi .
Let  denote a fresh symbol (not in ). An unordered
ontext (u- ontext for short) is a u-tree 2 U[fg whi h
ontains exa tly one o urren e of  at a leaf (the hole). Let
[t1 ℄ denote the u-tree whi h is obtained from by substituting  with t1 (i.e., lling the hole). Note that for a given
u-tree t, the set C (t) of ontexts su h that t = [t1 ℄ for
suitable u-subtrees t1 is in one-to-one orresponden e with
the set of nodes of t. Therefore, in the following we will no
longer distinguish between ontexts 2 C (t) and nodes of t.
A (unary) query is a mapping  from u-trees to subsets
of nodes. The nodes in (t) are also alled mat hes. In the
following, we present a lass of queries whi h is de nable by
means of Presburger u-tree automata. For this, we extend
the de nition of j=A to ontexts by de ning ; p j=A q,
(p; q 2 Q) i j=A  q where Ap; = (Q;  [ fg; Æp; ; F ) is
obtained from A by extending  with  and de ning:
8 0
if a 2 
< ÆV(q ; a)
0
Æp; (q ; a) = : p0 2Q yp0 = 0 if a =  ^ q0 = p
false
if a =  ^ q0 6= p
Thus, the automaton Ap; behaves like A but additionally
lets the hole satisfy p. Obviously, we have:
Proposition 5. Let A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) be a Presburger utree automaton and t = [t1 ℄ for a ontext and t; t1 2 U .
Then t j=A q i t1 j=A p and ; p j=A q for some p 2 Q.
A (unary) Presburger pattern is a property of u-subtrees
within u-trees. We de ne this property by means of a pair
hA; T i where A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) is a Presburger u-tree automaton and T  Q is a set of states. Let t 2 U . A u- ontext
2 C (t) is a mat h of the pattern hA; T i in t i t = [t1 ℄
where t1 j=A q and ; q j=A f for some q 2 T and f 2 F .
We get:
Theorem 4. The set of mat hes of a
xed Presburger
p;

pattern hA; T i in a u-tree t
in time O(n).

2 U

of size n is omputable

Proof. Let A = (Q; ; Æ; F ). We pro eed in two passes
over the input u-tree t of size n > 0. In the rst pass, we
determine for every u-subtree t1 of t the set:
B (t1 ) = fp 2 Q j t1 j=A pg
0
Let A denote the deterministi automaton as onstru ted
in the proof of theorem 3. Then we know that for every
t0 2 U , t0 j=A0 B i B = fp 2 Q j t0 j=A pg. Therefore, the
sets B (t1 ) an be determined by one bottom-up run of A0 on
t. A ording to orollary 4, this rst pass an be performed
in time O(n).
In the se ond pass, we determine for ea h u- ontext 2
C (t), the set:
D( ) = fp 2 B (t1 ) j 9f 2 F : ; p j=A f g
where t1 is the u-subtree of t with t = [t1 ℄. Given the sets
D( ), the mat hes of the pattern are determined as the set
of all u- ontexts where T \ D( ) 6= ;.
In order to determine the sets D( ), we pro eed topdown
over t. Assume that we are given a u- ontext in t where
t = [aS ℄ for some a 2  and multi-set S ontaining a
u-subtree t1 , i.e., S = ft1 g + S 0 . Then we may pro eed
from the father node to the son 1 whi h is de ned as the
ontext 1 = [a(fg + S 0 )℄. Remark that now t = 1 [t1 ℄. Let
B1 = B (t1 ). Assume that we have already determined the
value D( ) and now want to determine the orresponding
set for 1 . For B  Q, let nB denote the number of utrees t0 2 S su h that t0 j=A0 B . Let  denote the variable
environment de ned by:

D( 1 ) = fq1 2 B (t1 ) j  j=

where the formula

E

p2Q

yp : Æ (q; a) ^

q;q1

E

We laim:

fyB 7! nB j B  Qg

is given by:

p2B Q

_
q 2D ( )

q;q1

g

yB;p : yB1 ;q1 > 0 ^

1
0
!
^ X
^
X

yB;p = yp
yB;p = yB A ^
B Q p2B

p2Q B;p2B

that there is an assignIntuitively, formula q;q1 expresses
ment mapping the hildren t0 to states q 2 B (t0 ) su h that
t1 re eives q1 and the pre- ondition Æ (q; a) is satis ed. Sin e
satis ability of Presburger formulas is de idable, we onlude that the sets D( ) are omputable. In total, our algorithm amounts to O(n) tests of assertions  j=  for formulas
 whi h only depend on the automaton A and variable environments  where (x)  n for all x in the domain of .
As in the proof of orollary 4, we ompile the formulas 
into nite automata A running on the tuple of binary representations of the numbers (x). Note that we an luster
together all subtrees t1 of whi h agree in their sets B (t1 )
of rea hable states. We on lude that the total length of
the numbers (x) an be bounded by O(n). Therefore, the
overall omplexity of the se ond pass is linear as well. This
ompletes the proof.
Presburger MSO Logic for Unordered Trees

We de ne unordered Presburger MSO (PMSO) logi by extending MSO logi with Presburger predi ates on hildren.

As we onsider unordered trees only, the logi does not provide an ordering relation on brothers. More pre isely, a
PMSO formula f is given by the following grammar:
f :: =
y < y0 j y 2 S j y=p

j f1 ^ f2 j :f j 9 y: f j 9 Y: f
S :: =
Y j Laba
p :: =
t1 = t2 j t1 + t2 = t3
j p1 ^ p2 j :p j 9 x: p
t :: =
[S ℄ j x j n

where y < y0 expresses that y is the father of y0 , x is from
a designated set of Presburger variables, and the formulas p
of y=p are Presburger- losed, i.e., do not ontain free o urren es of variables x. Intuitively, the assertion y=p means
that the hildren of y satisfy the onstraint p where a term
[S ℄ inside p is interpreted as the number of those hildren
whi h are ontained in S .
As usual, we also allow derived predi ates su h as equality
between variables su h as y1 = y2 or Y1 = Y2 or equations
Y = fy1 g.
Remark 1. The MSO predi ate y < y1 is expressible by
means of the new form of atomi predi ates, namely by:
9 Y: Y = fy1 g ^ y=([Y ℄ = 1)

In order to de ne a satis ability relation \j=", we view an
u-tree t 2 U as the stru ture t = hD; (Laba )a2 ; <i where
D is the underlying set of nodes, Laba is the subset of nodes
labeled with a, and \<" is the father relation. The satisfa tion relation
t; ;  j= 
for the stru ture t together with valuations ,  (for the sets
of free set variables and free individuum variables, respe tively) is indu tively de ned as follows:
t; ;  j= y < y0
i (y) < (y0 ) holds in t
t; ;  j= y 2 Laba i (y) 2 Laba holds in t
t; ;  j= y 2 Y
i (y) 2 (Y )
t; ;  j= y=p
i m j= p where
m [Laba ℄ = #fv 2 D j (y) < v; v 2 Laba g
m [Y ℄
= #fv 2 D j (y) < v; v 2 (Y )g
t; ;  j= f1 ^ f2 i t; ;  j= f1 and t; ;  j= f2
t; ;  j= :f
i t; ;  6j= f
t; ;  j= 9 y: f
i t; ;   fy 7! vg j= f for some v 2 D
t; ;  j= 9 Y: f
i t;   fY 7! Rg;  j= f for some R  D
If the formula f is losed, we also write: t j= f instead
of t; ;; ; j= f .
A language L  U is unordered PMSO-de nable i there
is a losed formula  su h that L = ft j t j= g.
Theorem 5 states that unordered PMSO-de nable languages are pre isely hara terized by Presburger u-tree automata.
Theorem 5. For a language L  U the following two

statements are equivalent:

1. L is unordered PMSO-de nable;

2. L = L(A) for some Presburger u-tree automaton A.

The proof is analogous to the proof of the orresponding
result for MSO-logi and tree automata over ordered trees.

[3℄ Let us turn to the hara terization of queries. An unordered PMSO-pattern is an unordered PMSO formula 
with at most one free variable y. A mat h of  in t is given
by a node v su h that
t; ;; fy 7! vg j= 
A query  is unordered PMSO-de nable i there is an unordered PMSO-pattern  su h that for every t, (t) is the
set of all mat hes of  in t.
Theorem 6. For a query  the following two statements
are equivalent:

1.  is unordered PMSO-de nable;

2.  is de nable by a Presburger pattern hA; T i for some
Presburger u-tree automaton A.

3. EXTENSION TO ORDERED TREES

In many appli ations, e.g., where do uments are automati ally generated from databases as textual representations
of querying results, the element ordering on the hildren
does not matter. In other appli ations, though, whi h are
more related to lassi al do ument pro essing the ordering
matters, and we envision appli ations where do ument trees
ontain both ordered and unordered regions. In this se tion,
we therefore extend our framework to ordered trees.
Obviously, every ordered sequen e ht1 ; : : : ; tn i an be
onsidered as (one representation of) the unordered sequen e
ft1 ; : : : ; tn g onsisting of the same elements. In parti ular, every ordered tree an be onsidered as (one representation of) an unordered tree as well. A ordingly, Presburger
MSO logi as de ned for unordered trees in se tion 2 is readily extended to ordered trees by adding the atomi predi ate
"y is left sibling of y0 " (denoted by: y ; y0 ) and orrespondingly adjusting the de nition of the satisfa tion relation j=.
Let us therefore see in how far Presburger u-tree automata
an also be extended to ordered trees (whi h we simply all
trees for short). As the hildren of a node form an ordered
sequen e, we now need a more general pre- ondition than
just a Presburger formula for the number of o urren es of
states. Let Q be an alphabet (of states). A Presburger
regular expression over Q is a Boolean ombination of regular expressions over Q and Presburger formulas having free
variables only from the anoni al set YQ .
Given a string w and a Presburger regular expression 
we de ne in the obvious way whether w 2 Q mat hes 
(i.e., w j= ). So for example, if  equals
p (p j q) ^ (yp = yq )
then w j=  i w ontains only p's and q's, begins with a p
and ontains equally many o urren es of p and q.
Lemma 6. It is de idable whether for a Presburger regular
expression  there is a string w su h that w j= .
Proof. Let  be a Presburger regular expression. First
of all,
W
V  an be transformed into disjun tive normal form
i j ij , where ea h ij is either a regular expression or a
Presburger formula. By ombining regular expressions and
Presburger formulas,
respe tively, we arrive at an expression
W
of the form i (ei ^ i ), where ea h ei is a regular expression
and ea h i is a Presburger formula. Clearly,  is satis able
by a string if and only if at least one disjun t ei ^ i is. To

he k satis ability for the onjun tion of a regular expression e and a Presburger formula  we ompute a Presburger
formula e whi h des ribes the Parikh images of words in
L(e), the language de ned by e. Here, the Parikh image of
a word w over some alphabet Q assigns the number of o urren es of q in w to ea h q 2 Q [27℄. An expression e ^ 
is satis able if and only if the Presburger formula e ^  is
satis able and we are done.
The omplexity of the des ribed de ision pro edure ruially depends on the omplexity of onstru ting the formula
e . Constru tions based on semi-linear sets may produ e
rather long formulas [10, 11, 27℄. It is an interesting question whether eÆ ient onstru tions are possible. As Presburger regular expressions are losed under negation we immediately on lude that also universality is de idable, i.e.,
whether an expression mat hes all strings.
Lemma 6 en ourages us to generalize the notion of Presburger tree automata. Thus, we de ne a Presburger tree automaton for ordered trees as a tuple A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) where:
 Q is a nite set of states;
 F  Q is the subset of a epting states;
 Æ maps pairs (q; a) of states and labels from  to Presburger regular expressions  over Q.
A ordingly, we introdu e an extended satisfa tion relation
between ordered trees t and states q by de ning for t =
aht1 : : : tl i and Æ (q; a) = , t j=A q i there are states
p1 ; : : : ; pl 2 Q su h that tj j=A pj for all j and p1 : : : pl j= .
The language L(A)  T whi h is a epted by the automaton A then is given by:
L(A) = ft 2 T j 9 f 2 F : t j=A f g
We obtain:
Theorem 7. Emptiness for Presburger tree automata is
de idable.

Follows almost immediately from lemma 6.
Next we show that membership and hen e, also querying for a xed Presburger tree automaton an be solved in
polynomial time.
Theorem 8. Given a xed Presburger tree automaton A
Proof.

and some state q of A, it is de idable in polynomial time for
a tree t whether or not t j=A q.
Proof. Let Q be the states set of A.
We perform a
bottom-up traversal of the input tree t, omputing for ea h
subtree
t0 the set of states R = fp j t0 j= pg  Q. Assume
that t0 = aht1 : : : tn i and Ri = fp j ti j= pg have been already

omputed. Moreover, we an suppose that the Presburger
regular expressions used in A are disjun tions of onjun ts
ei ^ i where ea h ei is a regular expression and i is a
Presburger formula. Then we may he k for ea h ei ^ i
separately whether it is veri ed by t1 : : : tn . So now onsider
one onjun t e ^ . With e, we asso iate an equivalent nite
automaton B with set of states P . Then we su essively
ompute the sets V (i; s), 1  i  n; s 2 P , of assignments
v : YQ ! f1; : : : ; ig verifying the following ondition: there
exists a sequen e of states = r1    ri with rk 2 Rk for
k = 1; : : : ; i and with Parikh image v, su h that state s an

be rea hed from an initial state of B by reading . Finally,
we onsider the union V of all sets V (n; f ) where f is a nal
state of B . Now it simply remains to he k whether v j= 
for any v 2 V . Thus, assuming that
the automaton A is of
onstant size, we spend time O(njQj+1 ) on the omputation
of the set of all su essor states at the root node of t1 . Hen e,
the overall runtime on a tree of size m is O(mjQj+1 ).
Clearly, the upper omplexity bound in theorem 8 is not as
en ouraging as one might have wished. It remains an interesting question, though, whether pra ti al examples indeed
exhibit this worst- ase behavior. A generally better upper
bound, however, an be obtained for deterministi automata
where membership is de idable in linear time [17℄. Generalizing the notion of a u- ontext from se tion 2, we de ne a
ontext as a tree 2 T[fg that ontains exa tly one o urren e of the fresh symbol . A ordingly, we generalize
the de nition of j=A to ontexts by de ning ; p j=A q,
(p; q 2 Q), i j=A  q where Ap; = (Q;  [ fg; Æp; ; F )
is the automaton obtained from A 0by extending
 with 
and extending Æ to Æp; where Æp; (q ; a) = Æ(q0 ; a) whenever
a 2  and

0 p
0
Æp; (q ; ) = ; ifif qq0 =
6= p
A (monadi ) Presburger pattern now is a property of subtrees within trees. We de ne this property by means of a
pair hA; T i where A = (Q; ; Æ; F ) is a Presburger tree automaton and T  Q is a set of states. Let t 2 T . A ontext
2 C (t) is a mat h of the pattern hA; T i in t i t = [t1 ℄
where t1 j=A q and ; q j= f for some q 2 T and f 2 F . We
have:
Theorem 9. The set of mat hes of a
xed Presburger
p;

pattern hA; T i in a tree t
polynomial time.

2 T

of size n is omputable in

Proof. Assume we have marked the root node of one
subtree t1 of t. Assume further that we have modi ed A in
su h a way that the marked node always re eives a state in
T . Then the modi ed tree is a epted i t1 is a mat h. Sin e
there are only n di erent nodes to be marked, the theorem
follows from theorem 8.
We now hara terize Presburger tree automata by means
of a fragment of ordered Presburger MSO logi .
Theorem 10. A set of ordered trees is a epted by a Pres-

burger tree automaton if and only if it an be des ribed by
an ordered PMSO formula of the form 9X1 : : : 9Xk : ' where
' is rst-order.
Proof. only-if: Let A be a Presburger tree automaton
and Æ the transition relation of A. Without loss of gen-

erality we an assume that all Presburger regular expressions used in A are disjun tions of expressions e ^ , where
e is a regular expression and  is a Presburger formula.
From Bu hi's Theorem it follows that ea h regular expression e an be expressed by an existential MSO formula e =
9Y1 : : : 9Yl : 'e (on strings). Hen e, we an onstru t a formula = 9X1 : : : Xk : ' in whi h some of the variables Xi
are used to en ode the states that A assumes and the remaining variables are those of the formulas e . The rstorder part ' of des ribes the onsisten y of the states
between nodes of the input tree and their hildren by using
the formulas 'e .

if: We show rst that every rst-order ordered PMSO
formula an be evaluated by a deterministi Presburger
tree automaton. The result is then immediate as a nondeterministi automaton an guess, for ea h node, those sets
of X1 ; : : : ; Xk in whi h the node is ontained. The proof
pro eeds by indu tion on the stru ture of . The only ase
whi h is not entirely straightforward is the ase of a formula
= 9x: '(x). Let, by indu tion, A be an automaton over
the alphabet  [ ( fxg) for '(x). I.e., A a epts all trees
t whi h have exa tly one node v with a symbol (a; x) from
  fxg su h that ' holds on t, if x is bound to v and the
label of v is repla ed by a.
Let Q be the set of states of A. We onstru t a deterministi Presburger tree automaton A1 for as follows.
The state set of A1 is Q  2Q . The intuitive meaning of
a state (q; X ) at a node v is the following. If x did not
o ur in the subtree rooted at v, then A would take state
q at v. X is the set of states A an take if for one node
of the subtree at v a label a is repla ed by (a; x). We
explain how the mappings Æ1 ((q; X ); a) of A1 are de ned.
Æ1 ((q; X ); a) is des ribed by a Presburger regular expression eq ^ eX , where eq is obtained from Æ(q; a) by repla ing
ea
e of a state r 2 Q in a regular expression by
S h o(r;urren
) and ea h o urren e of yr in a Presburger forS Q SX
y(r;S) . The Presburger regular expression eX
mula by
S Q V
V
is of the form p2X (e1p _ e2p ) ^ p62X :(e1p _ e2p ). Here, e1p
expresses that A would take state p at v if the label of v
was (a; x). Likewise, e2p expresses that A would take state p
at v if the label b of a 1suitable node below v was repla ed
by (b; x). Therefore, ep is obtained from Æ(p; (a; x)) in an
analogous fashion as eq was obtained from Æ(q; a).
It remains to des ribe the onstru tion of e2p . Let Æ(p; a)
be a disjun tion of onjun ts of the form e ^  where e is
a regular expression and  is a Presburger formula. The
2 is obtained by repla ing ea h e ^  with a
expression e_
p
_
(er;r0 ;S ^r;r0 ;S ). Here, for ea h hoi e
disjun tion
r 2Q r 0 2S  Q

of S  Q, r 2 Q and r0 2 S , the expression er;r0 ;S ^ r;r0 ;S is
satis ed by a sequen e (q1 ; S1 )    (qm ; Sm ), qi 2 Q, Si  Q,
if there is some i  m with qi = r, Si = S and e ^  holds
for the string q1    qi 1 r0 qi+1    qm .
We get r;r0 ;S as the onjun tion of (y(r;S) > 0) and the
formula whi h is obtained from  by repla ing yq , for ea h
q 2 Q with
X
y(q;S0 ) , if q 62 fr; r0 g or q = r = r0 ,

S 0 Q

(

X

S 0 Q

(

X

S 0 Q

y(q;S0 ) ) 1, if q = r and r 6= r0 , and
y(q;S0 ) ) + 1, if q = r0 and r 6= r0 .

The language to be des ribed by er;r0 ;S is given as:
L = f(q1 ; S1 ) : : : (qm ; Sm ) j 9 i :
(qi ; Si ) = (r; S ) ^ q1 : : : qi 1 r0 qi+1 : : : qn 2 L(e)g
Clearly, if L(e) is regular, then L is regular as well and
hen e an be des ribed by a regular expression.
Theorem 10 is interesting in its own right. It implies
that we an answer all existential ordered Presburger MSO

queries with polynomial data omplexity. In parti ular,
all monadi rst-order queries an be answered. On the
other hand, it turns out that in general it is impossible to
tell whether a given (non-deterministi ) Presburger tree automaton a epts all ordered trees.
Theorem 11. Universality for Presburger tree automata

is unde idable.

Proof. The proof is a redu tion from the Halting Problem for 2- ounter-automata with empty input [19℄. Given
su h an automaton A with state set Q we onstru t a Presburger tree automaton A1 su h that A does not halt on
the empty input if and only if A1 a epts all trees over the
alphabet Q [f#; $; a; bg. In the onstru tion we will on entrate on trees of a spe ial shape. They are of depth 2 and
nodes on the rst level (between the root and the leaves)
have exa tly one hild. I.e., the trees are balan ed and only
the root might have more than one hild. The pattern of
the labels of the leaves, from left to right, is of the form
rQ a b (#rQ a b ) , where rQ = q0 j    jqk represents the set
of states of A. The root is labeled with $. All nodes of level
1 are labeled by #. It is easy to onstru t a Presburger
tree automaton2 A2 whi h a epts all trees that are not of
this spe ial form. The union of A2 with the automaton A3
to be onstru ted in the remainder of the proof will be the
automaton A1 we are looking for.
A3 he ks whether the leaf string of the input tree does not
en ode an a epting omputation of the ounter automaton
A. Here, a on guration of A with state q and ounter
ontents n1 and n2 , respe tively, is en oded by the string
qan1 bn2 and on gurations are separated by #. A3 he ks
whether
 this string does not start with q0 #, where q0 is the
initial state of A,
 this string does not end by a string of the form #qa b ,
where q is an a epting state of A, or
 there are two su essive on gurations that are not
onsistent with the transition fun tion of A.
We only des ribe how the latter an be he ked, as the rst
two tasks are straightforward. To this end, the state set of
A3 equals Q [ fq# ; qa ; qa0 ; qb ; qb0 ; q? g. In the rst stage, when
moving from the leaves to nodes of level 1 the automaton
an enter state q? from ea h state on the leaves. Further, it
an enter state q# from all leaves labeled # and state q, for
ea h leaf with0 label q 2 Q. For leaves with label0 a it enters
state qa or qa . A ordingly, it may enter qb or qb from b.
It enters an a epting state if
 the string of states
of the nodes of the rst level is of
the form q? q# qqa qb q# q0 qa0 qb0 q# q? with q; q0 2 Q, and
 the numbers of the states0 qa ; qb ; qa0 ; qb0 are not onsistent with respe t to q, q and the transition fun tion
of A.
This an be expressed by a disjun tion over all possible pairs
(q; q0 ) 2 QQ. Ea h disjun t onsists of a regular expression
expressing the rst ondition and a Presburger formula for
the latter ondition. It should be lear that the automaton
onstru ted in this way has the desired properties.
2 A tually, A2 does not use any Presburger formulas.

By Theorem 10, the language of ordered trees de ned by a
Presburger tree automaton is de nable by an ordered PMSO
formula { and so is its omplement, sin e ordered PMSO
logi is trivially losed under omplementation. Therefore,
we immediately obtain from Theorem 11:
Proposition 7. Satis ability for ordered PMSO formulas is unde idable.

For a omparison, we note that the situation here dramati ally di ers from the unordered ase. Sin e Presburger
u-tree automata are e e tively losed under omplement,
their universality problem is de idable.
4. MIXED TREES

In the previous se tion we have seen that in general we
annot expe t de idability for all ordered PMSO. Instead,
we restri t ourselves to mixed ordered/unordered do ument
trees In these trees, the label of a node tells whether the
ordering of its hildren matters or not. Re all from the
introdu tion that this restri tion naturally re e ts a division of do uments into parts whi h are made up from data
re ords whose orderings are irrelevant and formating parts
where the ordering is signi ant. This lassi ation is formalized by partitioning the nite alphabet  into subsets
 = 0 + 1 where 0 and 1 onsist of all labels of nodes
with unordered and ordered hildren, respe tively. The set
M of all mixed trees (m-trees for short) over  is now given
by the grammar:
t :: = aft1 ; : : : ; tk g
(a 2 0 ; k  0)
j bht1 ; : : : ; tk i
(b 2 1 ; k  0)
Mixed trees in our sense orrespond to terms with one assoiative symbol \:" (for a umulating the ordered ontents)
and one asso iative and ommutative symbol \" (for a umulating multi-sets). Languages of su h trees, e.g., have
been studied Lugiez [15, 16℄ and Ohsaki [25, 26℄. Note, however, that our formalism is slightly more spe i as we rule
out sequen es of trees where unordered se tions o ur dispersed between ordered ones. Instead, the signi an e of
order is already determined by the label of the an estor.
Presburger tree automata for mixed trees now should subsume the ability of Presburger automata for unordered trees
to he k Presburger formulas on unordered sequen es of hildren as well as the ability of automata for ordered trees to
he k ontainment in a regular set for ordered sequen es.
Thus, we use Presburger onditions in transitions for labels
from 0 and regular expressions in transitions for labels from
1 only. We all su h an automaton Presburger m-tree automaton. As a orollary of theorem 7, we obtain:
Corollary 8. Emptiness for Presburger m-tree automata

is de idable.

It turns out that the family of languages a epted by Presburger m-tree automata enjoys mu h better losure properties than Presburger automata for ordered trees. In fa t,
they are not only losed under union and interse tion, but
also under omplement.
Theorem 12. The family of languages a epted by Presburger m-tree automata is e e tively losed under:
1. union,

2. interse tion,
3. omplementation.

The reason for losure under omplement is that for Presburger m-tree automata, we again have available a determinization pro edure:
Theorem 13. For every Presburger m-tree automaton A,
a deterministi Presburger m-tree automaton A0 an be onstru ted su h that L(A) = L(A0 ).

We all a pair of a Presburger m-tree automaton A and
a subset T of states of A mixed Presburger pattern. We
obtain:
Theorem

14. The set of mat hes of a xed mixed Pres-

burger pattern hA; T i in a m-tree t 2 M of size n is omputable in time O(n).

The stated omplexity is better than the orresponding
omplexity for general Presburger patterns where the exponent of the upper bound depended on the number of states
of the automaton. Here, the upper bound is linear.
Proof. The base idea to a hieve this result is the same
as in the unordered ase. Let A = (Q; ; Æ; F ). We pro eed
in two passes over the input t of size n > 0. In the rst pass,
we determine for every m-subtree t1 of t the set:
B (t1 ) = fp 2 Q j t1 j=A pg
Let A0 denote the deterministi automaton as onstru ted
in se tion 2. Then0 we know that for every t0 2 M , t j=A0 B
i B = fp 2 Q j t j=A pg. Therefore, the sets B (t1 ) an be
determined by one bottom-up run of A0 on t. A ording to
the proof of orollary 4, this an be performed in time O(n).
In the se ond pass, we determine for ea h m- ontext 2
C (t), the set:
D( ) = fp 2 B (t1 ) j 9f 2 F : ; p j=A f g
where t1 is the m-subtree of t with t = [t1 ℄. Given the sets
D( ), the mat hes of the pattern are determined as the set
of all m- ontexts where T \ D( ) 6= ;.
In order to determine the sets D( ), we again pro eed
topdown over t. The ru ial new onstru tion whi h we
have to provide is for pro essing nodes with labels from 1 .
So assume that we are given a m- ontext in t where t =
[aht1 ; : : : ; tk i℄ for some a 2 1 and m-trees ti . Then we may
pro eed from the father node to the son i whi h is de ned
as the m- ontext i = [aht1 ; : : : ; ti 1 ; ; ti+1 ; : : : ; tk i℄. Let
Bj = B (tj ) for j = 1; : : : ; k. Assume that we have already
determined the value D( ) and now want to determine the
orresponding set for i . Obviously, we have:
SfDq (i) j q 2 D( )g where
D( i ) =
Dq (i) = fpi 2 Bi j 8j =
6 i 9pj 2 Bj : p1 : : : pk 2 Æ1 (q; a)g
Given a (non-deterministi ) nite automaton Aq;a for Æ1 (q; a),
all sets Dq (i), i = 1; : : : ; k, an be omputed by one leftto-right and one right-to-left pass of Aq;a over the hildren
1 ; : : : ; k of the urrent node . We on lude that all sets
D( ) are omputable. Given a xed pattern, we furthermore
on lude that the nodes with ordered hildren in ur omputational ost O(n) only. In total, our algorithm has time
omplexity O(n). This ompletes the proof.

Note that, as a spe ial ase of the querying algorithm in
the proof of theorem 14, we obtain a linear time querying
algorithm for lassi al ordered trees (i.e., trees with 0 = ;).
As for unordered and ordered trees, respe tively, we su eed to give a logi al hara terization of our automata model
also in the mixed ase. For that, we use ordered PMSO
logi . Now, however, formulas are interpreted over mixed
trees only. In parti ular, we assume that Presburger onstraints only an be applied to the hildren of a node labeled
with some element from 0 . For a distin tion, we therefore
speak now of mixed PMSO-de nable languages and queries
(instead of ordered PMSO-de nable ones over mixed trees).
These mixed PMSO-de nable queries are what we have onsidered in the introdu tion. We obtain:
Theorem 15. For a language L  M the following two
statements are equivalent:
1. L is mixed PMSO-de nable;
2. L = L(A) for some Presburger m-tree automaton A.

Theorem 16. For a query  the following two statements
are equivalent:
1.  is mixed PMSO-de nable;
2.  is de nable by a Presburger pattern hA; T i where A
is a Presburger m-tree automaton.

In parti ular, we on lude that satis ability of mixed PMSOlogi is de idable. Even more important, mixed PMSOqueries an e e tively be omputed over mixed trees where
the data omplexity is linear.
5. CONCLUSION AND
FURTHER EXTENSIONS

In summary, we have shown how Monadi Se ond Order logi an be extended by Presburger onstraints on hildren. This extension allows to formulate properties of subdo uments depending on numeri al properties like those in
our toy example in Figure 1. Based on automata hara terizations, we derived algorithms whi h ompute the set of
mat hes of a given monadi query in polynomial time. In
fa t, for unordered or mixed trees we even obtained linear
querying algorithms.
But of ourse, besides reasoning about the numbers of
hildren with ertain properties it is also interesting to ompute with the numbers that are expli itly mentioned in the
do ument. So, a user might be interested to reason about
how mu h musi she gets for a ertain amount of money or
about the total quantity of musi she has downloaded. In
this se tion, we explain how our te hniques an be extended
to handle su h queries as well.
Let us rst onsider a query whi h asks for all entities
of jazz musi where the pri e per minute is less than 10
(Cent). We assume that the numbers within the htimei
tags represent the number of se onds of a pie e. Hen e, we
are interested in all entries where the number in the htimei
tag ex eeds six times the number in the hpri ei tag. In an
extended logi we express this as follows.
x 2 Labjazz ^ x=

where:


 [time℄ > 6  [pri e℄

As the example shows, we refer to the number within a tag

htimei by [time℄. In prin iple, su h queries an be handled
in a similar way as the queries we have onsidered so far.
Con erning the semanti s we an simply view a tag htimei
with number n as n o urren es of a tag h#timei. It is

straightforward that all the de idability results go through.
The approa h of viewing numbers as multipli ities works
ne for naturals (greater than 0). We an generalize it,
though, to arbitrary integer multipli ities of leaf nodes (whi h
are not queried themselves). Sin e satis ability of Presburger formulas is also de idable over Z, the same te hniques
an be applied.
One might suspe t that dealing with numbers in de imal representation as opposed to the unary representation
of multipli ities by tags results in an exponential blow-up
for query evaluation. Fortunately this is not the ase. Reall that in the proof of Theorem 4 we evaluate Presburger
formulas by nite automata operating on the binary representations of multipli ities. Therefore, query evaluation is
still possible in linear time.
Now let us onsider a se ond example query. Assume that
by some transformation pro ess from the initial do ument
of Figure 1 a do ument is reated, as depi ted in Figure 4
whi h, for ea h user and ea h musi style, onsists of a list
of the htimei- and hpri ei-tags.
<user>
...
<jazz>
<time> 3310 </time>
<pri e> 240 </pri e>
<time> 220 </time>
<pri e> 20 </pri e>
<time> 247 </time>
<pri e> 16 </pri e>
<time> 3510 </time>
<pri e> 262 </pri e>
<time> 3325 </time>
<pri e> 220 </pri e>
</jazz>
<pop>
...
</pop>
...
</user>

Figure 4: A transformed do ument ontaining information about time and pri e of musi les downloaded by a user.

An obvious question is how queries referring to numbers
an be formulated against this do ument. The previous approa h suggests to interpret the expression [time℄ as the sum
of numbers within tags htimei. For instan e, the set of all
users who downloaded at least 2 hours of jazz musi ould
be formulated as follows.
where:

x 2 Labuser ^ 9 y: x < y ^ y 2 Labjazz ^ y=

 [time℄  7200
By repla ing  with [time℄ > 6  [pri e℄ we ould as well


sele t all users who onsumed jazz musi with an overall
pri e of less than 10 Cent per minute.

Of ourse in a pra ti al setting, it would be interesting to
allow aggregate fun tions (besides summing of values) su h
as min, max or average. It is straightforward to in orporate these additional features into Presburger formulas of
automata. Con erning query evaluation the additional effort then only depends on the ost of the omputation of
the aggregate fun tions. Determinization is still possible in
Presburger u-tree and m-tree automata. Whether Emptiness or Universality remain de idable depends on the spei properties of the aggregate fun tions.
A loser investigation of the properties of aggregate fun tions with respe t to the questions we onsidered here remains to be arried out in future work.
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